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We recently added a new source into CSRHub’s consensus ESG ratings. It

is SIGWATCH, a UK-based group that observes how environmental, human and animal

rights, and consumer activists are driving current and emerging issues and their impact on

individual corporations and brands. This source touches more than 4,000 of the

companies CSRHub tracks.

SIGWATCH examines campaigning materials, claims and reports from thousands of

NGOs in more than 100 countries. It looks for evidence that an NGO approves or

disapproves of the activities of an entity, gauges the strength of the NGOs response, ties

the interaction to one of more than one hundred different topics, examines how prominent

the interaction is, and looks for evidence that the entity and the NGO agreed to take

steps together to address the underlying issue. As you can imagine, the result is a huge

database of information that changes almost daily.

To make it possible to integrate this signal into CSRHub, SIGWATCH aggregated its data

over a four year period. As it combined older data with newer information, progressively

downweighted the effect of the older data on a “half life” basis.
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It categorizes the outputs into “levels”—the result was a score between -2 (NGO was

very unhappy with the entity) and +2 (NGO was very happy). As you might expect, the

distribution of levels leans negative—NGOs tend to be critical of the behavior of

businesses.

SIGWATCH Sentiment Has a Negative Tilt

The SIGWATCH sentiment score seems to be connected with CSRHub Environment

category ratings. The low correlation shows that SIGWATCH’s signal is independent from

the view of our other sources. The high F score (>50) says that there is a connection—that

companies that are thought to be better on Environment issues have better SIGWATCH

sentiment scores. A close correlation would not be expected however since SIGWATCH

focuses on transient controversy and praise events, whereas most other CSRHub sources

are driven by company self-reported information or human analysis.

Sentiment Connects with Environment

We could not find a way to integrate SIGWATCH’s topic list. There were too many topics

and the mapping between them and CSRHub’s schema was complex. We may try in the

future to “reverse” our process. CSRHub covers many NGOs. We’d like to have more

ratings input on how active an NGO is and on which topics it cares about.

SIGWATCH also provides CSRHub measures of the prominence of an entity’s interaction

and if a partnership had been formed between the entity and NGOs. These signals

correlated well with some aspects of CSRHub’s ratings and less with others. For instance,

evidence that a company partnered with an NGO (something that only occurred in about

9% of the sample) was connected to better Governance scores. In contrast, while the

prominence of the events measured by SIGWATCH had a small relationship with

Governance, the relationship was much stronger with CSRHub’s Community score. This

makes sense, since communities respond strongly to reports from NGOs, while Boards

and management teams may sometimes ignore them.
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View additional multimedia and more ESG storytelling from CSRHub on

3blmedia.com
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